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ABSTRACT : “

Analytical expressions used to optimize AR coatings for single junction solar cells are extended for use in
monolithic, series interconnected multi-junction solar cell AR coating design. The result is an analytical
expression which relates the solar cell performance (through J.sc) directly to the AR coating design through the
device reflectance. It is also illustrated how AR coating design be used to provide an additional degree of
freedom for current matching multi-junction devices.

INTRODUCTION

Proper antireflection (AR) coating design for monolithic series interconnected solar cells will become
more important and challenging as the number of junctions increases. These devices will require an increasingly
broad spectrum AR coating while also maintaining current matching for all subcells. The goal in designing
antireflection coatings for series interconnected. multi-junction solar cells is not only to couple the maximum
amount of light into the device, but also to distribute that light to each subcell such that the device is as closely
current matched as possible. . A formal procedure for designing AR coatings for these multi-junctions is
necessary. This can be accomplished by extending the analytical expressions often used in single junction AR
coating design to be applicable to multi-junction design. Antireflection coating design can then be used in
conjunction with subcell thickness adjustments to provide a greater flexibility for achieving current matching.

SINGLE JUNCTION AR COATING DESIGN

The goal in developing high performance antireflection (AR) coatings for solar cells is to maximize the
light generated current. An expression coupling the shop circuit current of a single junction solar cell to the total
device reflectance R(%) is given by

J JJ~c = q F(2). EQE(2)d2 = q F’(2). ZQE(2).[1-R(2)]d2,

a a

(1)

where F(%)is the photon flux. This is the expression often used to calculate an integrated current in terms of the
measurable parameters on the right side of Equation 1. Equation 1 can also be used to design an optimum AR
coating because it directly relates JSC to the AR coating design through the parameter R(X).

Another convenient parameter used in AR coating design is the solar weighted reflectance (SWR) [1],
defined as .
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programmable dilution stage with dry N2 as the carrier gas.
Typical exposures were in the range of 0.5-10% of
saturation (i.e., p/p,.t = 0.5-1 090).

Self-assembled monolayer (SAMS) having either methyl
(ME) or carboxylic-acid terminal groups (COOH) were
prepared with 1-octadecylthiol and I-thioundecanoic acid,
respectively, by a known procedure using SAW devices
with a thin Au/Cr layer in the delay path [10]. The LC and
SCLCP were deposited by spray coating from solution.

FTIR-ERS measurements were performed as described
previously [1 1]. For electric-field alignment tests, a
standard cavity cell was constructed of two electrically
conductive indium-tin-oxide (ITO) coated glass plates

separated by a 50-pm-thick Teflon spacer. Using a
function generator in series with a voltage step-up
transformer, the electric field (at) was applied across the
ITO-coated plates while the cavity cell was gently heated
with a heat gun and the temperature monitored via a
thermocouple mounted at surface of the top ITO-coated
glass plate.

K24 LC
C8H*7WCN

SCLCP CH3– f“ –(CH2 – :“)5=”

COCH3
co’-’cl~”aec”c”

Fig. 1: Structures of K24 (LC) and the SCLCP.

RESULTS

Photornicrographs of the deposited K24 films on the
COOH-terminated SAM showed reasonably good wetting,

while those on the Me-terminated
beads indicative of poor wetting.

SAM were discrete
SCLCP films were

smooth and continuous on both SAM pretreated surfaces.
FTIR-ERS measurements of K24 films gave CN stretch
signals that were much less intense for the K24-Me-SAM
than for the K24-COOH-SAM, suggesting a significant
difference in average alignment as a function of the SAM
terminal group. changes in both the FTIR spectra and
SAW frequency measurements collected during
temperature cycling of the K24 from 25 to 50 “C were
consistent with reversible alignment changes

accompanying the phase transitions at 33 and 41 ‘C.

Linear response isotherms were observed at low vapor
concentrations and the SCLCP exhibited consistently
higher ratios of sensitivities (rod-like: non-rod-like isomer)
at 25°C than the LC (Table 1), with sensitivity ratios
ranging from 1.17 to 1.77 for the SCLCP and 0.93 to 1.42
for the LC. In fact, there is little evidence of shape
selectivity between either the xylenes or octanes with the
K24 coating, while the SCLCP selectivity for the more
rod-like isomers is consistent and significant. For the
styrenes, both the K24 and the SCLCP show significantly
greater selectivity for the 4-methyl isomer, presumably due

to the pendant methyl group in ct-methylstyrene lying out
of the plane of the ring [12].

At high concentrations of the methyl styrenes (p/p,,, = 870)
an increase in the slopes of the response isotherms was
observed with the K24-COOH-SAM and the ratio of
responses also increased dramatically. The dynamic
response of the coating became slower, as well. This
suggests a vapor-induced smectic-nematic phase change in
the LC. The effect was reversible. FTIR-ERS data
confirm alignment changes at high vapor concentrations.

Table 1: SAW sensor sensitivity ratios of rod-like to non-rod-like isomers for ail coatingsat250 C. 1

SAW Sensor Coating

Vapor pair b.p. (“C) PIB OV-275 K24 LC K24 LC K24 LC SCLCP SCLCP SCLCP

Me COOH Me COOH
~-xylenelm-xylene 138/139 1.00 1.05 1.14 1.01 - 0.93 1.17 1.18 1.18
std dev NA 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.09 0.01 0.00 0.02
n NA 19 8 15 12 8 2 8

n-octaneliso-octane 125/99 1.00 0.74 1.02 1.05 1.10 1.27 1.65 1.77
std dev NA ‘ 0.06 0.11 0.13 0.01 0.07 0.08 0.18
n NA 8 8 4 2 8 2 8

4-methylstyrene/ 170/165
ct-methylstyrene 1.00 1.15 1.42 1.35 1.37 1.47 1.44 1.45
std dev NA 0.02 0.03 0.21 0.11 0.02 0.04 0.05
n NA 15 8 16 13 8 6 13
] All sensitivity values were calculated using vapor concentrations expressed in terms of the fraction of the saturated vapor
pressure for each solvent so that the expected sensitivity ratio (in the absence of size/shape effects) is 1.0 in all cases. PIB
ratios were adjusted to a value of unity, and all other sensitivi~ ratios were adjusted accordingly, to account for small
changes in bubbler temperatures between tests of isomeric vapors.
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Response projiles for duplicate exposures to p-xylene concentrations of 2, 3, 4, and 5 % p/p,al, for SAW sensors
coared with K24-Me-SAM(solid line), K24-COOH-SAM (dotted line), and PIB (dashed line). Note the positive
responses for K24 on the methyl-terminated SAM

The SAM pretreatment did not affect the SCLCP
selectivity a;d had little effect on that of the K24.
Curiously, positive frequency shifts were always observed
in response to all vapors for the K24-Me-SAM films,
indicating a predominance of film stiffening vs. mass
loading. The poor surface wetting is thought to contribute
in some way to this phenomenon.

Operating the sensor in the LC nematic temperature range
gave larger, but slower responses and did not affect
selectivity. Selectivities were retained above the
isotropization temperature for the LC on the methyl-

? teminated SAM, suggesting surface-induced retention of
alignment.

Application of an ac field to thick K24 films while heating
and cooling led to distinct changes in film morphology,
suggesting an increase in LC alignment that is retained
upon cooling to room temperature. Initial tests of
selectivity between films of K24 on quartz SAW sensors
with and without pretreatment with electric field and
thermal cycling, however, indicated no significant
differences. It may be that surface interactions with the
relatively thin coating films on the SAW sensors mitigate
electric-field induced alignment.

CONCLUSIONS

Apparent shape selectivity has been demonstrated between
several isomenc organic vapors using SAW sensors coated

with liquid crystalline materials. The degree of selectivity
was greater for the polymeric SCLCP than for the low-
molecuhr-weight K24, and the former was unaffected by
pretreatment with SAMS. SAM pretreatment did affect the
alignment and vapor-sorption characteristics of LC films,
however it did not affect the vapor selectivity. The finding
of consistent positive frequency shifts with the K24-Me-
SAM system bears further investigation as a means to
enhance the range of responses obtainable with SAW
sensors. Electric-field treatment of the K24 films
apparently affected alignment with thick films but not with
the thinner films used as sensor coatings.
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